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ABSTRACT
This work is a study of existing and proposed approaches to improve the effective
resolution of the thermal band of a multispectral image. Frequency domain filtering,
magnitude and phase merging, and adaptive least squares approaches were
implemented. Those techniques that utilized the inherent correlation between bands
appeared to show the most promise. A two step procedure combining the
point-by-
point merging technique with a regional replacement filter generated the best results.
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In today's society, the scientific community is burdened by the need to track such
alarming events as atmospheric degradation and the over-exploitation of the earth's
natural resources. Space flight has given man the unique capacity to study these effects
on a global scale. Aerial and space-based remote sensing systems have enabled scientists
to discover the ozone hole over the Antarctic and to quantify the rapid destruction of rain
forests. Recent advances in sensor technology have also led to satellites that can detect
small thermal differences between objects on the earth's surface. This new sensor
capability has expanded the role of scientists involved in analyzing acquired data to
include energy-loss studies as well as the monitoring of nuclear power plants and
hazardous materials storage facilities.
Over the last twenty-five years, there have been many efforts to improve existing sensor
capabilities. As one might expect, much of the ongoing research has been aimed at
"seeing"
more detail within an image, e.g. improving the spatial resolution of a satellite
image. This can be achieved in one of two ways: by modifying the physical
characteristics of the scanner system (i.e., detector size or optics); or by enhancing an
image by using algorithms that simulate an improvement in the detector resolution. The
primary goal of this thesis is to develop algorithms for improving the resolution of





as stated in the title of this work implies more than just a review
of existing procedures. This thesis considers the
problem ofmerging poorly correlated
thermal band information with data from other bands of a multispectral scene. On the
simplest level, this effort is a study of existing and proposed approaches to improve the
"effective"
resolution of the thermal band. On a larger scale, this work is intended to
improve upon existing methods ofmerging
uncorrelated information. Moreover, this
study may serve as a starting point
for those wanting to explore some of the more novel
variations of image merging procedures.
Several methods of improving the
"effective"
resolution of thermal imagery were studied.
While many of these are variations of known procedures, some are only now beginning to
be applied for the purpose specified here. The one theme that isolates these procedures
from those applied to the visible or near-infrared regions of a multispectral scene is that
the thermal image exhibits a relatively low degree of correlation with all of the other
spectral bands. This between-band correlation varies as a function of diurnal and
seasonal conditions. As a result, many of the techniques for improving resolution invoke
nonlinear or adaptive processes across the entire scene.
1.3 Summary
Several different procedures were implemented during this study. Techniques utilizing
strictly linear procedures did not address the unique problem of a lack of correlation
between the other bands and the thermal data. Even spatially adaptive techniques that
applied a least squares fit over windowed regions did not distinguish subtle high
frequencies very well. Instead, a process which exploits the pixel-level relationship
across all bands, combined with a nonlinear phase-reversal replacement procedure,





can take on several meanings in remote sensing terms. The
spatial, spectral, and radiometric resolution of a sensor define its usefulness and
applicability for a given task. In addition, the choice of a sensor always involves trade
offs. For example, photographic systems that generate film output generally have very
good spatial resolution characteristics but lack the broad spectral sensitivity of electronic
detectors. An understanding of the relationships between the different definitions of
resolution is required since the ultimate purpose of this research is to improve the spatial
resolution of an image without degrading its radiometry. Each of these definitions, as it
applies to multispectral imagery, is described below.
2.1.1 Spatial Resolution
A definition of spatial resolution exists only in a general sense. At a given instant in
time, a sensor detects energy within its instantaneous field of view (IFOV). The IFOV of
a sensor is determined by the optics and size of the detector elements. The spatial
resolution of a sensor generally refers to as the actual ground cover area represented by a
single pixel on an image. For digital imagery with square pixels, the IFOV is usually
given as the dimension of one side of the pixel projected on the ground. For scanner
systems that use moving mirrors, the IFOV changes with view angle. As the detector size
increases, the spatial resolution decreases.
2.1.2 Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution of a detector is defined by the bandwidth of radiation that is
measured by the sensor system. The bandwidth is defined as the region of the
electromagnetic spectrum over which the sensor system can detect. The smaller the
bandwidth, the higher the spectral resolution. Thus, if other characteristics were held
constant, a sensor with a bandpass region of 10 microns would be more spectrally
sensitive than one with a 30 micron bandpass region.
2.1.3 Radiometric Resolution
Radiometric resolution defines the ability of the system to discriminate energy
differences. Lillesand (1979) describes it as the smallest difference in exposure that can
be detected on a given film analysis. For films, radiometric resolution is inversely
proportional to contrast, so for a given density resolvability, a higher contrast film is able
to resolve smaller differences in exposure. For electronically (as opposed to
photographically) acquired data, the only way to improve radiometric resolution is by
increasing the dynamic range of the sensor. In most cases, this can be accomplished by
increasing the IFOV to permit more energy to be focused onto the detector.
2. 1 .4 Resolution Tradeoffs
As one might infer, an increase in the spatial resolution of a detector implies a
corresponding decrease in its radiometric resolution. A small IFOV is desirable to
resolve spatial detail, but a large IFOV means that more energy is focused onto the
detector, thus increasing the signal to noise ratio and allowing more sensitive temperature
measurements. The choice depends on the application. For example, in an energy-loss
study, the ability to resolve slight temperature differences on the roof of a building may
be more useful than the ability to discriminate specific objects on that roof.
The complementary concerns of spatial and thermal detail have motivated present efforts
to merge data from different sensors to preserve radiometric integrity while increasing the
spatial resolution. Much of the recent work involving the thermal region approaches this
problem by attempting to combine a priori information (such as data from other bands)
with the thermal infrared imagery.
2.2 Scanner Systems
Scientists within the field of remote sensing have tried many methods to improve the
quality of information gleaned from earthward-looking satellites. The problems they
have encountered are due, in large part, to their inability to sift through the overwhelming
quantity of retrieved data in order to find relevant information. Since the sensor system
hardware cannot easily be modified once deployed, scientists rely on post-processing
techniques to improve the data they receive.
The impracticality ofmodifying the scanner system itself has led to the development of
elaborate automatic (no human interaction) classification routines to isolate data which
might be of interest to the user. Another approach has been to process the collected data
to remove irrelevant or redundant information. As a result of these lines of research, the
development of image compression algorithms and image merging techniques have
become parallel fields of study.
2.2.1 Thermal Sensors
Thermal sensors have a unique role within remote sensing in that they record the most
transient information within a scene. Other spectral bands actually display an
accumulation of change (usually to monitor vegetation indices, water quality or urban
growth patterns) over a period ofweeks, months or even years. Thermal information, on
the other hand, reflects an almost instantaneous change to the environment (such as
underground nuclear explosions or subsurface volcanic activity). Along with this near
real-time capability, however, some inherent limitations are also associated with this
spectral region.
Satellite-observed radiance in the thermal infrared region of the spectrum is a function of
surface temperature (Price, 1987), which in turn is due to a number of energy fluxes. See
Figure 2.2.1. The primary variables that affect surface temperature are:
1 . Sky-emitted radiation (a function of the carbon dioxide,
dust, moisture content, clouds and temperature structure)
2. Heat flux into the surface (a function of the incoming solar
flux as well as the density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity and
slope angle of the near-surface layer)
3. Sensible and latent heat transfer to the atmosphere (a
function of wind speed, air temperature, humidity, vegetative cover,













FIGURE 2.2.1 Factors affecting Satellite-observed Thermal Radiation
To measure these variables, infrared radiation detectors are used in both imaging and
nonimaging thermal sensing systems. The simplest type of thermal sensor is the thermal
radiometer. This nonimaging device quantitatively measures and records the integrated
radiant energy of objects within its field of view. To generate two-dimensional imagery,
however, the detector must scan across the scene. A thermal scanner records radiant
temperature data for a swath beneath the aircraft. Most scanners measure successive lines
of data perpendicular to the direction of flight. These contiguous lines of data can then be
assembled into a two-dimensional image. If the scanner records data on film, high
radiant temperatures on the ground result in high film densities. Correspondingly, prints
made from these negatives show high radiant temperature areas as lighter-toned regions .
Because the images produced by a sensor are a function of both the emissivity of the
object and the changing radiant illuminance received by the sensor (Lillesand, 1979), the
thermal sensing device must be calibrated continuously to an internal blackbody (an
object that absorbs and emits all incident energy at all wavelengths). Thus, thermal
scanners actually generate "temperature equivalent
blackbody"
maps of the ground
below.
2.2.2 Temperature / Emissivity Relationship
In terms of LANDSAT Thematic Mapper data, the thermal band simply measures the
radiant energy of a target. Because most of this energy is emitted and not reflected from
the earth's surface, thermal imagery can be collected at night. However, in order to use
thermal data to determine the temperature of an object within 1 K, the emissivity of that
object must be known to an accuracy of 2 percent (Slater, 1980). Emissivity is the
measure of how efficiently an object radiates energy compared to a blackbody. For most
material types, the emissivity can be considered to be constant across the thermal region
(Lillesand, 1979). The defining relationship between emissivity, temperature and radiant





M = radiant emittance {Watts / m }
e = object emissivity
a - Stefan - Boltzmar
T = object temperature {K}
o = nn constant, 5.6697 x
10"8
{W/m2K4}
The conversion from the radiant emittance to temperature is outside the scope of this
study because it would
require knowledge of effective target emissivities.
2.2.3 Multispectral Scanners
Visible wavelength imagery allows measurement of the reflectance properties of various
surfaces, while thermal data depicts
certain emittance characteristics. Multispectral
scanners allow the simultaneous acquisition of both reflected and emitted energy from
surface features. By analyzing a scene in various spectral bands, the ability to distinguish
features is greatly improved. Multispectral scanners utilize electronic detectors of energy
from different wavelengths to help characterize the spectral signatures of different
objects.
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) on LANDSAT has been the immediate ancestor to
modern sensor technology. Since the early 1970's, a number of different LANDSAT
spacecraft have carried theMSS as its primary cargo. TheMSS sensor has 24 detectors
that measure radiation from 4 distinct wavelength bands with an instantaneous field of
view of 8 1 meters and a radiometric resolution of 6 bits per pixel or 64 grey levels
(Bernstein, 1984). LANDSAT-4 and its successors carry a more powerful sensor called
the Thematic Mapper (TM).
The TM sensor was designed on the basis of user requirements defined at a NASA
workshop in 1975. The sensor has 100 detectors, 16 for each visible and reflective
infrared band and 4 for the thermal infrared band. In addition to the larger number of
spectral bands, the TM sensor offers significantly improved image resolution. The EFOV
of the sensor is 30 meters, except for the thermal band whose IFOV is 120 meters. Also,
TM data is quantized to 8 bits per pixel or 256 grey levels). These improvements reflect
the new sensor's increased spectral and spatial resolution along with its expanded
dynamic range (Bernstein, 1984).
These improvements have important implications for geologic, cartographic,
environmental and surveillance applications that utilize earth-observation satellites. The
combination of higher-resolution spatial information and the addition of spectral bands
( 1.55fl < X < 12.5// ) allow a greater number of features to be discriminated than
previously available LANDSAT sensor technology (Schowengerdt, 1980).
The Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) used for the acquisition of data incorporated in
this study is typical ofmultispectral scanners in many airborne systems. Eight channels
simultaneously collect and record information on parallel tracks of a high-density data
tape. The spectral bandwidths of each channel are fixed by design to include six regions
between .46 and 1.7 microns as well as two mid-infrared bands.
The spectral bandwidths of the TMS and the TM are similar. The TMS sensor is built to
acquire data from an aircraft instead of a satellite. Unlike satellite sensors, however,
TMS detectors can be
"tweaked"
to optimize response for particular applications. The
similarities and differences between the TM and the TMS data are summarized in Figure
2.2.3. This table defines the spectral wavelengths and the corresponding types of features









0.45 - 0.52 0.46 - 0.52 clear water
0.53 - 0.62 0.53 - 0.60 healthy vegetation
0.63 - 0.69 0.63 - 0.70 soil boundaries
0.76 - 0.90 0.77-0.91 vegetation
1.12-1.35 water-land boundaries
1.55-1.75 1.57-1.71 water-land boundaries / soils
10.4-12.5 10.9-12.3 emissivity / temperature map
2.08-2.35 2.10-2.38 soils / geological map
FIGURE 2.2.3 Comparison of TM and TMS Capabilities
Note: shaded selection is the thermal band (6) for each sensor
2.3 Experimental Data
2.3. 1 Thematic Mapper Scene
The Thematic Mapper scene used in this research was of the city of Rochester, NY and
was acquired in June of 1987. The original scene was cropped to a 512x512 image of the
city. This data was then subdivided into four equal 256x256 regions. The primary
images used in this analysis were the southwestern region of the city (including the area
just north of the Rochester Institute of Technology) and the northeast quadrant showing
the Irondequoit Bay area. The TM data used for this research had been corrected
previously for geometric distortions.
I.ANDSAT 5 TM aoene
15 Jun 87
15:26:01 OMT







6 Cobhi Hill Reserve
7 Irondequoit. Bay
Figure 2.3. 1 TM visible bands - Rochester, NY scene
The size of a TM pixel is 30 meters square, except for the thermal band, whose pixel
dimension is 120 meters. However, as explained in Section 2.1, this simple measure does




was needed to test the procedures developed in this study.
Thematic Mapper Simulation (TMS) imagery was used where the original thermal band
was of the same resolution as the other bands. Also, in the case of this TMS dataset,
much more care was taken to identify and map targets on the ground prior to the
acquisition of data.
2.3.2 Thematic Mapper Simulation Scene
The subject of the TMS scene used in this research was a rural region near Stockbridge,
NY. This imagery was acquired as part of an Air Force study in June of 1983. The time
of day of this particular scene was early afternoon. Several military vehicles and
camouflage were positioned within an area approximately 1000 meters square. The scene
also contained farms, forests, and buildings. The region chosen for this analysis was a
256x256 region in the center of the original scene (Figure 2.3.2).
This TMS scanner had an across-track field-of-view (FOV) of approximately 100
degrees. Roll compensation was accomplished electronically at the time of acquisition.
As a general rule of thumb, the central eighty percent (560 pixels) of the swath was
considered to be free of geometric and roll correction effects. Since the area of interest in
the chosen image sufficiently met the above criteria, no geometric post-processing was
done to the acquired imagery.
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Figure 2.3.2 TMS visible bands - Stockbridge, NY scene
Pixel resolution for the Stockbridge scene was found by the following formula:
Ground Coverage = (2tan$ ) altitude





699 pixels / line
,
f 26.90 feet /pixel ^
v
feet /meter
= 8.2 meters /pixel
= 26.90 feet /pixel
= 8.199 meters / pixel
V-
This particular image was obtained from an altitude of 7900 feet. The instantaneous
field-of-view was calculated to be 8.2 meters/pixel which enabled easier identification of
objects on the ground and served as a visual check for the radiometric accuracy. (RAFB
Handbook, 1986)
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2.4 Correlation and Prediction
Pixel correlation within multispectral imagery is defined as the tendency of grey level
values to vary similarly in two bands. The accuracy in the prediction of a pixel value in
one band given the corresponding location in another band is described by the correlation
coefficient. Several different methods for computing the correlation coefficient reflect
this relationship. Most of the methods are founded on the global statistical similarities
between the images. Thus, the more information included in the calculation of a
correlation coefficient, the greater its statistical validity. The problem in this study is
reduced to determining the information that is common to the different wavelength
images at the highest frequencies. Once again, there is a trade-off: this time between
statistical validity (a function of the size of the data set) and regional accuracy, which
inherently implies that only those pixels closest to the reference area contain relevant
information.
2.4. 1 Statistical Correlation
A standard statistical measure of the correlation between images is the Pearson r
coefficient. It is also called the correlation coefficient and is described as the "extent to
















/?, = pixel values within band 1
b2 = pixel values within band 2
= number of pixels within image region
\ = average band 1 pixel value in region
b2 = average band 2 pixel value in region
The correlation coefficient is a representation of the overall similarity between grey level
values in the two bands in question. Assuming the multi-sensor data is related in a linear
fashion, a scatter diagram of the two variables will reflect this similarity.
Most multispectral images only approximate the strict rules that define the statistic of
linear correlation. This is because the intensity values of bands for a given scene do not
always satisfy the requirement of having a normal, unimodal distribution. However,
much of the work that deals with processing ofmultispectral data makes the assumption
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GREY-LEVEL SCATTER DIAGRAMS
FIGURE 2.4.1 Scatter Diagrams of Correlated and Uncorrelated Bands
2.4.2 Comparison of TM and TMS Correlation
The linear correlation that exists between the other bands is extremely high in comparison
to their relationship with the thermal image. A two-dimensional scatter diagram plots
one variable against another to determine the relationship between the two variables. For
two bands in a multispectral image, this is accomplished by using the grey level of each
pixel on the two images as the x and y coordinates. The intensity at each
"bin"
in such a
diagram normally reflects the number of pixels that occupy those coordinates.
The relationship between bands in these data sets has been emphasized by thresholding
these images at a grey level of 1 (which means that a single pixel occupying a particular
bin is represented the same way as a hundred pixels.) Figure 2.4.2(a) is a compilation of
scatter diagrams that examine the relationship between one of the visible bands and the
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To interpret these scatter diagrams, one needs to understand the image information
presented in the three scenes. The TMS image is of a primarily rural scene with some
natural vegetation, some crop areas and a few man-made objects. The lower left corner
(lie) of the TM Rochester scene contains a large cleared area (airport), some natural
vegetation (along the Genesee River) and some urban areas (inside the 1-390
Expressway). The upper right corner (urc) of the TM Rochester scene is primarily urban
area except for a few water regions (including the Cobbs Hill Reservoir at the lower right
and the Irondequoit Bay area at the upper right).
The horizontal axis of each image within Figure 2.4.2 represents the grey level of a
particular multispectral band, while the vertical axis represents the grey level of the
thermal band for the same pixel. Note certain similarities in the pixel distribution of the
corresponding TM and TMS scatter diagrams. The major difference appears to be the
greater compression of information in the TM thermal data. This is most probably
explained by one of three reasons: the TM thermal sensor has less dynamic range than the
TMS sensor; atmospheric attenuation is substantially greater for the TM scene; or that the
two scenes actually have different radiant emittances in the thermal region. In other
words, this effect can be a function of both scene and atmospheric content as well as
sensor calibration. While similarities in the intensity distribution are obvious between the
TM and TMS data, emphasis on this compression of intensities must be duly noted during
the evaluation of procedures.
2.5 Filtering Schemes
There are specific constraints that limit the effectiveness of each image processing
technique on multispectral imagery. Sharpening of an image or reduction of systematic
noise may be accomplished by convolution filters applied in the space or frequency
domain. To incorporate information from several bands of multispectral data
simultaneously may require more complex techniques (such as adaptive filtering) or some
combination of procedures. These are described in the next section. Space- and
frequency-domain filters are only briefly addressed since it is assumed that most readers
have a working knowledge of their utility. The discussion of adaptive filtering is more
comprehensive since the concepts are more esoteric. Aspects of each procedure relevant
to this particular research are also emphasized.
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2.5.1 Space-Domain Processing
Processing in the space domain is the most common method of enhancing the usefulness
of an image. In its simplest form, space-domain processing can be described as a means
to model the effects of lens aberrations or different illumination levels without
transforming the images into another domain. Many different types of imagery can be
enhanced by applying a known filter to achieve the desired effect. Kernel algebra (the
application of space-domain filters to a moving window) allows the user to find edges in
a certain direction or to reduce the effects of random noise on a scene (Gonzalez and
Wintz, 1987).
While some use was made of convolution kernels during this study (such as to simulate
the poor resolution of thermal imagery due to a loss of resolution), most of the work done
in the space-domain dealt with the post-processing of imagery (such as histogram
manipulation of the resultant image.)
2.5.2 Frequency-Domain Processing
Frequency-domain processing can be defined as the application of filters to modify
the
specific spatial frequency characteristics within a scene. This is accomplished by taking
advantage of the relationships between objects in the frequency domain. Since edges in
an image correspond to specific features in the magnitude of its Fourier transform, a
method to extract suppressed frequencies from a blurred or low-resolution image can be
applied. However, since most work done in the Fourier domain ignores radiometry,
relative differences between pixel values in the resulting image are usually inaccurate.
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2.5.3 Adaptive Processing
The principal property of an adaptive system is its ability to adjust performance under
varying spatial or temporal conditions. The use of adaptive systems has grown over the
years as scientists have sought to automate processes that have traditionally relied on
manual control.
According toWidrow and Stearns (1985), the need for such performance is realized when
the complete range of possible input conditions is not known. In such cases, the adaptive
system continually seeks an optimal value within an allowed set of probabilities by using
an orderly search process; this generally gives improved results over those systems with a
fixed design. In other words, if there are controllable parameters that affect the resultant
image, then there exists a means to automatically adjust for a varying input.
The most common use of 1-D filters is in digital processing of temporal signals. For 2-D
images of useful size, the requirements on memory and speed make these filters difficult
to implement at the present time. The advantage of these filters lies in the monitoring of
a few discrete signals over a continuous period of time.
The application of temporal filters to film and video imagery is gradually being
implemented as technological advances are made in hardware and software. Existing
uses of temporal filters within imaging include the tracking of orbits of distant planets or
satellite surveillance to automatically correct position relative to ground features.
Spatially adaptive filters are analogous to temporally adaptive ones except that the filter
response varies as a function of the given area, as opposed to being a function of the time-
dependent output of a single input source. Spatially adaptive techniques have begun to be
used in remote sensing for the analysis of multiband satellite imagery. Current imaging
uses include automated classification procedures and enhancement algorithms that are
sensitive to contrast variations. Morphology, a subset of image processing, has also
incorporated spatially adaptive filters for pattern recognition techniques.
There are four basic categories of adaptive systems: open-loop, input sensing, invariant-
expectation, and model reference. Each of these four are described in
James'
(1987)
study of adaptive techniques. Only the input-sensing approach described in figure 2.3.3







Figure 2.5.3 Input-Sensing Adaptive Procedure
Input sensing adaptive systems are designed to compensate for changes in the incoming
data. Specific characteristics of the input data are measured and used to adjust the
operational parameters of the signal processing operation. To implement this scheme,
the
characteristic analysis mechanism is incorporated into the original design. The
performance evaluator for such a process can be an error minimization routine based on
some known relationships within the input data. The input sensing system was chosen as
one of the approaches to this research because it made use of the linear relationships that
are assumed to exist within multispectral Thematic Mapper data.
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3.0 Approaches to ImageMerging
3.1 History
3.1.1 Image Compression
This section documents the historical progress ofmultispectral image processing. Much
of the early groundwork for the concepts of image merging actually originated from
studies of image compression, i.e. reducing the quantity of data by removing redundancy.
In many ways, compression is directly linked to image merging; the same information
exists in more than one spectral band. Those researchers who are interested in
compression look for methods to reduce redundancy; those working with multispectral
imagery characterize and exploit this redundancy.
3.1.1.1 Reconstruction ofMSS Data
Schowengerdt (1980) studied techniques to compress and reconstruct multispectral data.
Because information from theMSS sensor is redundant across bands, much high-
frequency information can be derived from a single high-resolution band. An exception
exists for edges with reversed contrast between bands (notably vegetation/soil
boundaries).
3.1.1.2 Correlation across Thematic Mapper Data
Spatial enhancement of imagery has generally been limited in that most algorithms use
only the source image. Whereas correlation between and across the visible and
near-
infrared bands is known to be relatively high (Chavez, 1984), studies have shown that a
very low correlation exists between each of these bands and the thermal infrared
(Thematic Mapper band 6). Chavez quantified the degree of correlation by computing
the covariance matrices for different types of objects within a given scene. However,
since the test site in that particular study was chosen for its geological variety, its
usefulness for classifying urban and rural areas has yet to be demonstrated.
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3.1.1.3 Replacement ofFailed Detectors
The redundancy ofmultispectral imagery can be used to infer data lost due to detector
failure. In one such approach, Bernstein (1984) replaced the missing scan line by the
corresponding line in a
"template"
band - a different band that is well correlated and has
no failed detectors. Fusco (1985) found an optimization routine that used not only the
actual digital counts of the original and template bands in the vicinity of the missing data,
but also the correlation coefficient between the two bands for the whole scene. Again,




A frequency-domain technique based on the idea of homomorphic filtering was
developed (Fahnestock and Hunt, 1984) to retain the sharpness of magnified images.
However, instead of filtering to produce an image with the identical power spectrum, this
approach created an output image whose sharpness characteristics were similar to those
of the original. While this technique was specifically intended to improve the visual
appearance of magnified imagery, it might also be applied to merge multispectral data.
This procedure merged annular rings of the power spectrum to retain only the general
characteristics of the original image.
3.1 .2.2 Adaptive Linear Least-Squares Merging
The multiband technique developed by Tom, et al (1985) integrated high-frequency
information from the visible and near-infrared bands into the thermal data. The central
assumption made by Tom in his study was that some degree of correlation existed at
sufficiently small resolution
across any two bands. He theorized
that edge information in
particular was correlated across all bands of TM data, regardless of scene content (as
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Figure 3.1.2.2 High-Frequency Local Correlation on a 1-D Signal
This basic principle has been used in the past to interpolate across individual line
dropouts by using adjacent TM bands. Local correlation in the two-dimensional case is
more complicated than in one-dimensional signals since high local correlations are not
always easily identifiable across bands. In such cases, a combination of reference band
information would be necessary to construct a new set of prediction coefficients that were
locally correlated with the input image.
Tom implies that a linear least-squares approach was the best way to generate prediction
coefficients. This assertion is not necessarily a robust assumption, however. Local
correlation based on the best fit line formed from a 3x3 or 5x5 region of interest across all
bands is not statistically valid. Basic correlation theory states that more than 25 samples
are needed to estimate the correlation unless it is very high (Pollard, 1977). Tom's work
also emphasized agricultural scenes where between-band variations are usually
minimized.
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3.1.2.3 Multi-Resolution Pyramid Techniques
O'Gorman and Sanderson (1987) approached the more general problem of processing
multi-resolution images. They used
"pyramid"
techniques to create images at multiple
resolution. The
"pyramid"
approach is a way of artificially creating image sets of
different resolution. Figure 3. 1 .2.3 describes the details of such a procedure. The
"orders"
described in the figure are actually images created by a succession of high-pass
filters that separate frequency components. Although the procedure was not explored in
detail during the course of this study, it may be possible to create a composite image from
the low frequency information in the thermal band and high frequency information from





















Figure 3.1.2.3 Pyramid Technique forMerging Data
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3. 1 .2.4 Hybrid ImageMerging
In his study ofmerging panchromatic and multispectral imagery, Price (1987) tried to
maintain the radiometric accuracy within his results. He separated his procedures to deal
with bands that had either a high degree of correlation or that were not well correlated. In
his study, Price's results showed that a hybrid image formed by ratioing high and low
resolution information from two well-correlated bands could be quite accurate
radiometrically. However, when applied to bands that did not initially correlate well,
results were disappointing.
3.1 .2.5 Spatial Filtering for Edge Extraction
Techniques to extract edge information from a scene and then reincorporate it in the
scene have also been explored (Duggin et al, 1988). They implemented a priori
information about the scene in the selection of frequency domain filters used to bring out
edges. The procedure then applies an add-back technique to merge this high frequency
information into the original. Since this scheme was designed to help visualize more
image detail, radiometric concerns were ignored.
3.1 .2.6 ThermalMap using HIS Coding
Researchers from the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Laboratory (DIRS) at the
Rochester Institute of Technology developed the idea ofmapping different spectral
information to the hue, intensity and saturation of a color display. They created a
landcover map using a maximum likelihood classifier and SPOT Panchromatic imagery.
A TM thermal image was then overlaid onto a SPOT-1 XS image (with 10-meter
resolution) of the same area. The TM thermal scene was radiometrically corrected using
a radiation propagation model linked with LOWTRAN-6. Then a set of class-specific
look-up-tables were applied to the thermal imagery according to the landcover mask
derived earlier. Finally, the processed temperature image and the SPOT panchromatic
image were input as hue and intensity and a constant was input as saturation in the HIS to
RGB transformation .
The resultant imagery showed substantial visual improvement. However, the method
incorporated information from propagation models to derive "ground
truth"
which may or
may not have revealed actual
ground temperatures. The authors also discovered that the
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output image exhibited an apparent bleeding of thermal information. They felt that this
was due to rooftop heat loss that diffused beyond the region that was physically bounded
(Salvaggio and Schott, 1989).
3.1.2.7 Multi-Date Multi-SensorMulti-Resolution Merging
Another approach developed at DIRS expanded upon existing techniques to merge
multisensor-multiresolution imagery (Warnick et al, 1989). They weighted information
from the bands of one sensor to reflect the spectral characteristics of the second higher-
resolution sensor. This new medium-resolution imagery was then merged with data from
the original sensor to create a high-resolution hybrid image. Again, good visual results
were obtained using this technique but the radiometric accuracy was ignored.
3.2 Multispectral Merging Techniques
3.2.1 Adaptive Least Squares
The first approach in this study implemented Tom's technique of an adaptive, linear
least-
squares procedure to merge information from all other bands with the thermal data. Even
if the principle of local correlation (Figure 3.1.2.1) is assumed to be true, certain
modifications to the theory appeared likely to improve results. Tom first degraded the
resolution of all bands in the multispectral image to the resolution of the thermal band.
He then applied the adaptive technique to create a new optimal thermal image. This
process to constrain the spatial resolution of all bands may have limited the effectiveness
of the procedure. Instead, this study applied a number of variations of the spatially
adaptive technique to obtain a more complete picture of this approach's usefulness.
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3.2.2 Magnitude and PhaseMerge
Another approach in this study merged the magnitude of one image with the phase of a
different image to create a new composite scene. The magnitude and phase of a complex
spectrum are:
F(|) = Re{F()} + ;Im{F(|)}
= |F(!)|.<MF(^
where:
F( ) is the Fourier transform
(3.2.2)
\F(%)\ is the magnitude spectrum of the transform = J|Re|F()}] +[lm[F(|)}l
<p{F(%)} is the phase spectrum of the transform = Tan <
Im{F(c;)}
Re{F()j
The basic principle behind this technique is that the magnitude is concerned with the
relative intensities of frequencies and their symmetry and directionality, whereas the
phase deals primarily with locations and shapes of objects within a given image. If the
magnitude information from a lower resolution band (such as the thermal infrared) was
combined with the phase spectrum of a band with higher resolution, this hypothesis
implies that the resultant composite image might carry the best characteristics of both
bands.
3.2.3 Frequency-Domain Filtering
A third technique used in this study was the frequency-domain filtering approach. A
simple iterative deblurring routine was applied to the image in an effort to remove
atmospheric blur. This method incorporated edge information from a known linear
feature on the scene to generate a point spread function. The corresponding transfer
function was used to construct an inverse filter. The primary assumptions of this
technique are that the atmospheric blur is uniform across the entire scene and that this
degradation can be modeled from the linear feature.
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3.2.4 Correlation Product
The fourth approach used in this analysis was derived by studying results obtained from
the other techniques. In those procedures where the operating window size could be
reduced, the results were improved. Even in the case of the adaptive procedure,
improvements in the resulting image reflected a corresponding increase in the "tuning
capability"
of the filter. This led to the idea that if correlation information could be used
on a pixel instead of kernel basis, the output would be improved. Variations of this final
approach were implemented.
Since thermal data from a multispectral image is not well correlated with any of the other
bands, a method to merge information using both linear and non-linear techniques is
applied. The first step in this procedure accounts for the fact that simple multiplication
can be used to approximate correlation for two reasons. First, that the actual
multiplication process will tend to bring out edge information within a scene (regardless
of the phase changes). And second, that the resulting loss of radiometric accuracy is
limited by weighting the thermal information more heavily than the other spectral bands.
The procedure can be described as follows. Slight variation in the scene content of one
band should correlate with nearly all other spectral bands. Dramatic differences in the
non-thermal bands, such as going from very dark pixels to very light pixels, will not
necessarily correlate with the thermal band because of its properties
(see chapter 2).
Further, most vegetation and crops display slight variations in pattern within a scene
while manmade features or vegetation/soil boundaries are more likely to display dramatic
differences in grey levels. This technique appears to be
well suited for those areas where
subtle changes occur. The sum of several of these
"product"
images simulates a crude
degree of linear correlation even at a pixel-by-pixel level. This means that the lower and
higher pixel intensities of the composite image are correlated positively. The resultant
image formed by the sum of product images can be
histogram specified to the same
dynamic range as the original. Since grey-level values are known for each of the
input
images, a method for quantifying between-band
relationships without imposing linear
constraints may be the most
appropriate approach to this problem.
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4.0 Merging Procedures
The algorithms and procedures were developed for the TMS Stockbridge scene and then
applied to the TM Rochester scenes. Since modeling the TM thermal band was the goal
of the initial degradation on the TMS data, this step was obviously not included when
procedures were applied to the Rochester scenes. And since no ground truth was
available for the TM data, a quantitative error analysis was not performed on the resultant
images.
Steps common to all procedures:
Degradation of thermal infrared (or band 6) data from the TMS imagery to simulate
ThematicMapper (TM) thermal data
TMS data is acquired from a multispectral sensor on board an aircraft instead of a
satellite. TMS data normally is composed of seven visible and near infrared bands and
one thermal infrared band at the same spatial resolution, while the resolution of the TM
thermal band is much poorer. This is because the thermal detector IFOV must be large so
that enough energy is received to ensure sufficient signal to noise. At aircraft altitudes, a
smaller IFOV is sufficient because less thermal energy is dissipated into the atmosphere.
However, the primary reason for the difference between the TM and TMS thermal
imagery is the detector resolution capacity. Thus, the TMS data used in this study
includes all bands at a resolution of 8.2 meters per pixel. This enables the user to identify
outlines of distinct features from the original thermal image.
To verify the algorithms, the thermal data is degraded to simulate the
resolution of the
TM thermal sensor. Different methods to degrade resolution were used. A simple
scheme, where the average of the 16 input pixels were assigned to all 16 of the
corresponding output pixels was used. This
procedure retained the radiometry of the
original data. However, the subsequent blocking artifacts that were induced tended to
overwhelm the effects of the different restoration procedures. The degradation method
finally chosen was a cubic interpolation routine
contained in the LIPS image processing
package (IP8000/IP9000 VMS/SUN LIPS Reference Manual, 1989). This technique
blurs the data without preserving image
radiometry. The induced distortion is similar to
that produced by the TM thermal sensor response (Markham, 1985).
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Preserve the resolution ofbands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7
Unlike Tom's method, the premise behind this procedure is that an improvement in the
resolution of the enhanced image is limited by the resolution of the reference images.
Since the fundamental assumption ofTom's work is that correlation exists across all
bands at the highest frequencies, his technique actually suggests a greater improvement
will occur by preserving reference band resolution.
4.1 Spatially AdaptiveMerge
1 . Use an adaptive least-squares fit to generate prediction coefficientsfor band 6
from the (multispectral) reference images.
Tom's work examined the effect of varying the kernel size of the adaptive window on the
thermal image. Their study showed that the error term decreased as kernel size was
reduced. They concluded that a 3x3 kernel should be used since it represented the
smallest window size allowable while still retaining the overdetermined characteristic of
the matrix that contained reference band information. A spatially adaptive technique was
used to generate prediction coefficients which utilized the local correlation principle
discussed in chapter 2. These numbers were obtained through a linear combination of the
reference images:
y
= Xb + e (4.1.1a)
where:
X is the [9x7] matrix containing of the concatenated vectors of
reference data for the 7 bands over the 9 pixels in the 3x3 kernel
b is the [7x1] vector matrix containing the prediction coefficients
e is the [9x1] error norm
and where Xb is the optimal estimate for y
Using the prediction coefficients from step 2,
an optimal estimate of the thermal infrared
data is created using the least squares
procedure.
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The squared error is:
IH|2=(y-Xb)T(y-Xb) (4.4.1b)
and is minimized by solving the set of normal equations . . .
(XTX)b = XTy (4.4.1c)
b = (XTX)"1(XTy) (4.4.1 d)
This procedure yields an optimal estimate y which has been computed
adaptively over the 2
- D sliding window. The center pixel of the optimal estimate
is now assigned to the output image.
In the original work by Tom, the resultant image is then high-pass filtered and added to a
low-pass filtered version of the original degraded band 6 data. However, since the choice
of a cutoff frequency was arbitrary and wholly dependent upon scene content, this step in
the procedure was not implemented.
2. Calculate error between the original thermal data and the output image.
The calculated error is the difference in grey-level between the original thermal data and
the output image. No attempt was made to convert these values into an actual
temperature map. The resulting enhanced images were also visually compared to the
blurred original so that a subjective assessment of image quality could be made. The
error term is simply a measure of the grey-level difference between the original and
thermal data.
4.2 Spatially Adaptive (iterative) Merge
1 . Use an adaptive least-squaresfit to generate prediction coefficientsfor band 6
from the reference images.
2 Replace degraded band 6 thermal data with resultant image.
This technique extended the principles behind the first technique by incorporating an
iterative solution to the adaptive least-squares method. The implication here was that
successive runs of the adaptive procedure would incorporate information from other
bands to more closely reflect the assumed linear relationship
across the different bands.
After each iteration, a visual and quantitative analysis of the output image was performed.
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3. Calculate error between original thermal data and the output image.
4.3 Spatially Adaptive (iterative with correlation weights)Merge
1. Use an adaptive least-squares method to generate prediction coefficientsfor band
6 from the (multispectral) reference images.
Unlike the previous method, this technique utilized a routine that calculated the
correlation coefficient between the thermal data and each of the other reference bands
over the given [3x3] window size. However, only information from those bands which
exhibited a correlation larger than 0.5 in this region were included in the modified
adaptive least-squares approach. This threshold correlation level varied from scene to
scene. The logic behind this procedure was that poorly correlated band information
would only make the resultant image worse.
2. Calculate error between original thermal data and the output image.
4.4 Frequency-DomainMagnitude and Phase Merge
1. Convert the thermal image into a complex array and calculate its frequency
spectrum via an FFT.
In this technique, the thermal band information was processed in the frequency domain.
2. Convert the bandmost highly correlated with the thermal band into a complex
array and calculate its FFT.
This procedure required only one reference band, which is the band most
similar to the
thermal band. For this particular TMS scene, the merging technique was applied on the
thermal image paired with each of three bands (2, 3, and 7) that showed a high correlation
with the thermal. The correlation coefficient used to make the
decision was based on the
entire image and not just a windowed region. Since band 3
provided the best results for
the TMS scene, the same band was also chosen for
each of the TM scenes. However, this
selection might be a function of scene content (urban areas, crops, vegetation,
etc.).
Figure 4.4. 1 shows the global correlation coefficients for









1 0.673 0.618 0.517
2 0.750 0.545 0.459
3 0.768 0.611 0.521
4 -0.256 -0.611 -0.240
5 0.566 0.262 0.377
7 0.714 0.559 0.565
FIGURE 4.4.1 Thermal Band Correlation Coefficients
3. Separate the transforms ofeach of the two images into theirmagnitude and phase
components.
The magnitude of an image can be thought of as the amount of image information at a
specific spatial frequency, while the phase is a measure of the asymmetry within a scene.
The phase of a real image tends to be more sensitive than the magnitude to subtle changes
within a scene. Since the thermal band has some directionally induced distortions (due to
the initial degradation procedure), this technique does not work as well as it would for
real TM imagery. It was hoped that by preserving the phase of the thermal data while
replacing the spatial frequencies with those from a sharper reference image, the image
quality of the new thermal band composite would be improved.
4. Combine the magnitude of the thermal image with the phase of the chosen band
and transform the results back into the space domain.
The new composite image is back-transformed into the space domain and the modulus
computed.
5. Manipulate the histogram to match that of the original degraded image.
Since these procedures invariably enhanced certain frequencies and subdued other ones,
this step was
implemented to reduce the errors caused by such effects. Since we were
only specifying the
output image to the degraded original, this retained the overall shape
of the cumulative histogram without imposing artificial constraints.
6. Calculate error between original thermal data and the output image
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4.5 Frequency-Domain Blur Removal
1 Find an edge within the thermal scene and generate a profile of the grey levels
across that edge and calculate an estimated line spreadfunction (Isf).
This determines the approximate amount of blur induced in the scene. The derivative of
the profile gives an approximation to the line spread function in one direction.
2. Rotate the line spreadfunction to create an estimatedpoint spreadfunction (psf).
If the assumption was made that the spread is uniform in all directions, then the otf of this
function can be generated. For the purposes of this study, the atmosphere was modeled
the same way that a uniform distortion on a lens would affect a scene. This assumes a
rotationally symmetric psf.
3. Convert the thermal image into a complex array and calculate its spectrum via
the FFT.
4. Iteratively remove blur in the frequency domain.
Routines to apply a an inverse filter were then applied on the
thermal image in frequency
space. The routines then automatically calculate and display the resultant image in the
space domain. If the user wanted to enhance the image further, a new constant to
modulate the filter would be submitted and the procedure repeated. Theoretically, this
technique could incorporate edge information from the other reference bands to model an
"ideal"
atmosphere.






If the divisor in Equation 4.5. 1 approached zero, the
output value was replaced by a
user-
defined constant. Successive iterations produce a
series of images from which the best
can be chosen.
5. Calculate error between original
thermal data and the output image.
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4.6 Correlation ProductMethod
1 . Multiply the thermal band image with each of the other reference band images.
Since the degree of correlation between two bands can often be approximated by a simple
product image, this step effectively created individual correlation images. This step is
similar to the adaptive process in that it too assumes a linear correlation between the
thermal band and each of the other spectral bands. If there was some degree of
correlation between the same areas on two bands, this step simply emphasized this
commonality.
2. Add the six correlation images together.
Assuming that the edge information across all these bands is related, this step effectively
removes any undue weighting by one band. In this way, information not in common
would be weighted most heavily by the thermal band contribution.
7
NewThermal(x,y) = ^[thermal band (x,y) band z(x,y)] (4.5.1)
z = l
3. Manipulate the histogram to match that of the original degraded image.
By matching the histogram of the output data to that of the original thermal scene, the
resulting image will take on the low-frequency characteristics of the original. Since the
dynamic range of the degraded image is compressed relative to the original, this step
assumes that the gains made in the spatial resolution of the scene are simply emphasizing
more detail within that range.
4. Generate a normalized difference image formedfrom the degraded image and the
output image.
By creating a map of intensity differences between the histogram-specified output image
and the degraded original, those areas where the linear relationship did not hold can be
identified. This difference image is normalized to a value of 128, meaning that where
both images agree exactly, the output intensity would equal 128. In addition, once this
new image has been created, its statistics could also be calculated.
5. Apply the regional replacementfilter to the output image.
The final image is generated by finding regions of significant discrepancy and replacing
them with the input thermal data. In those locations where all pixels in the window
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exceeded the threshold of 1 standard deviation, the center pixel of the window was
replaced with the original thermal data. In this way, those regions that were "falsely
correlated"
would be replaced with the low-resolution thermal information. Several
different window sizes (ranging from a single pixel to a 9x9 kernel) were used to select
these regions. The best results were obtained for a 3x3 window, apparently because it
was the best at discriminating edges without also introducing spurious noise.
6- Calculate rms error between original thermal data and output image.
4.7 Modified Correlation Product (adaptive fit)
1 . Multiply the thermal band by each of the other spectral bands and weight this
product by the degree ofcorrelation over the specified window.
Since results were so successful for the correlation product technique, the next step in the
line of thought was that some type of limiting factor be placed on the product image
output. This was attempted by calculating the correlation coefficient over each
windowed region. This coefficient was used as a weighting factor for each pixel in the
output image.
3. Add these correlation images together.
4. Manipulate the histogram to match that of the original degraded image.
5. Run the regional replacementfilter over the output image.
6. Calculate error between original thermal data and output image.
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5.0 Results
5.1 Discussion ofVisual Results
The degraded TMS image that simulated the TM thermal band was initially produced by
replacing the grey level values of pixels in a 4x4 block with their average value. Because
of this, a blocking effect was created over the entire scene, while this procedure
preserved the radiometry of the original image, it also contributed to artifacts. Since
image degradation due to atmospheric blur does not fit this simple model, a cubic
convolution was used to model the low-resolution thermal band. This method utilizes the
averaging procedure to generate the average grey level value of 16 input pixels and then
applies a standard cubic convolution interpolation routine within the LIPS image
processing system to generate a new thermal image of the same size as the original. This
process not only degrades the spatial resolution, but also some of the radiometric








Figure 5. 1 Actual TMS Thermal Image and Simulated Thermal Image
The TM scenes, of course, had no available ground truth. Therefore, there was no direct
way to quantitatively
judge the effectiveness of these procedures. Only a visual
comparison between the input thermal scene and each of the resultant images could be
performed.
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Before discussion of the results, certain items need to be noted. First, all of these images
have been histogram specified to the input thermal scene so as not to distort relative
intensity differences. In each of these cases, the contrast of the output images was
enhanced to utilize the full dynamic range available. To more clearly see features within
each image, this contrast enhancement was deemed necessary. However, quantitative
analysis was performed on the actual output results.
Edge effects produced by these different techniques can distort quantitative results.. This
was avoided by adding a 12-pixel-wide frame of zeros to the input and output images
before calculating errors. Since ground truth was not available on the TM scenes, these
effects were not removed from their corresponding output. A description of the visual
results follows.
5.1.1 Adaptive Procedures
In Tom's original technique, low pass-filtered images were added to the result of the
linear least-squares approach. However, since the selection of a cut-off frequency was
arbitrary, his implication was that this choice was scene-dependent. During the initial
phase of this research, this addition of low and high pass images increased the error in the
output. Therefore, all subsequent procedures which used the adaptive procedure did not
incorporate this step in the procedure.
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TMS - Stockbridge Scene
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Figure 5.1.1(a) Results ofAdaptive Iterative Technique for Stockbridge Scene
This initial trials of the adaptive procedure most closely resembled those performed by
Tom, et al. No external criteria were used to determine the relevance of a pixel from a
reference band to the thermal data. Note that the result of just a single iteration appeared
to do very little to the thermal scene. After 5 and 10 iterations, note that clear and sharp
edges (e.g. the KC-135 aircraft and the four 18m x 18m sample areas) become much
more visible. Also, those high-frequency edges that correspond to the subtly varying
hues of forest vegetation are blended together.
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Figure 5.1.1(b) Results ofAdaptive Iterative Technique for S.W.Rochester Scene
The first iteration of the adaptive procedure reveals little has changed from the original.
After 5 iterations of the procedure are applied, the runways at the airport and some of the
roads are more clearly identified. After 10 iterations, although certain features along the
Genesee River banks appear to stand out, the dynamic range of the urban residential areas
at the upper right corner of the scene is being subdued. Some of the apparent
"warm"
spots in the middle of the image now seem a little less intense (an indication of
radiometric errors being induced).
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Figure 5.1.1(c) Results ofAdaptive Iterative Technique for N.E.Rochester Scene
This particular region of the whole scene was chosen because the dominant feature within
this area is the urban residential areas whose thermal response would fluctuate more than
either of the other images. Again, changes are only apparent after 5 iterations. However,
in general, edges delineating roadways and residential neighborhoods actually
disintegrate as the number of iterations increase. Where there is no dramatic
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phase
change (white to black or vice versa), just as with the TMS forest regions, high-frequency
information is muted.
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TMS - Stockbridge Scene
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Figure 5.1.1(d) Results ofAdaptive Correlative Technique for Stockbridge Scene
For this series of images, information from the 3x3 region of each different band was
only included in the linear fit if the correlation between that band and the thermal data
exceeded 0.5. Although some linear features are enhanced as the number of iterations
increase and there is less degradation of subtle high frequencies, the overall quality of the
scene is worse than that of the original technique. Note how the road on the right side of
the scene seems to decompose where the original degraded image showed blocking
artifacts.
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Figure 5.1.1(e) Results ofAdaptive Correlative Technique for S.W.Rochester
Scene
The first iteration of this adaptive procedure changed but little from the original thermal
data. However, after 5 iterations, the airport runways in the
center of the scene are
delineated more clearly. Also, the water/land boundary along the Genesee River becomes
more obvious. After 10 iterations, some of those gains made in defining the edges of the
runways and roads appear to be lost and spurious noise has been introduced.
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Figure 5.1.1(f) Results ofAdaptive Correlative Technique for N.E.Rochester
Scene
The results from the Northeast Rochester scene were similar to those produced on the
other images. Buildings and roadways were not enhanced and the overall quality of the
image decreased for more iterations. Spurious noise seemed to be generated at edge
boundaries. The fact that this effect seems more prevalent on each of the TM scenes
could be a function of the different correlation relationship. (Refer to Section 2.4.2).
Variations of the original Tom and Carlotto technique gave mixed results. Although well
defined edges were enhanced, some of the more subtle high frequencies were completely




Of all the techniques explored, those applied in the frequency domain proved to be the
least useful. While certain frequencies may have been enhanced in the output images,
the
loss of relative intensities along with induced artifacts, rendered most of the radiometric
information worthless. The deblurring algorithm used for this analysis generated too
many artifacts to be considered useful. One possible reason is that frequencies which
were enhanced may have included those which were modified by the initial degrading
procedure. This might have led to the periodic nature of some of the induced artifacts.
Combinations of magnitude and phase were attempted for several combinations of the
thermal and reference bands. The magnitude and phase combination method and the
deblurring technique were all applied to the degraded image. Only the results of the
magnitude-phase merge are shown.





Phase - band 3
Figure 5.1.2(a) Results ofMagnitude-Phase Merging for Stockbridge Scene
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TM - S.W.Rochester Scene
Thermal
Magnitude - band 6
Phase - band 3
Figure 5.1.2(b) Results ofMagnitude-PhaseMerging for S.W.Rochester Scene
y
TM - N.E.Rochester Scene
Thermal
Magnitude - band 6
Phase - band 3
Figure 5. 1.2(c) Results ofMagnitude-Phase Merging for N.E.Rochester Scene
As can be seen in Figures 5.1.2(a), (b) and (c), the images formed by combining the
magnitude of the thermal band with the phase of band 3 did not improve the overall
image quality. In fact, due to phase reversal, certain features actually look worse in the
output image. Some of the linear features (such as roads) do stand out more. However,
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water/land boundaries have been lost. In addition, vertical striation artifacts are now
visible within the image.
5.1.3 Correlation Product Procedures
Variations of the correlation product procedure were also applied. A composite image
created by multiplying and re-scaling two bands reflects the correlation between them.
An extension of this technique led to a "sum of correlation
products"
of each band with
the thermal data. This composite is a weighted sum of values from each band, with the
thermal information emphasized. The sum of these values for all bands is calculated and
histograms manipulated to match that of the original thermal scene. Finally, a non-linear
"blob-finder"
filter is applied to the composite image to restore the original thermal
information to those regions that are substantially different (i.e. greater than one standard
deviation away) from the input data.
The correlation-product procedures assume that some kind of correlation exists among all
bands at sufficient resolution. Rather than forcibly fitting a set of prediction coefficients
from a 3x3 window, this technique simply assumes a pixel-by-pixel connection between
the bands.
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Figure 5.1.3(a) Results of Sum of Correlation Products Technique for
Stockbridge Scene
The initial sum of correlation products approach actually produces a visually pleasing
image as compared to the degraded original. Note that the outline of the KC-135 is more
identifiable. However, upon closer examination, one can also see how some of the small
manmade objects at the center of the image are phase-reversed. About 2% of the
resultant pixels are changed by the regional replacement filter. The subtle high
frequencies that are lost in the adaptive iterative procedures, can still be seen.
Unfortunately, single pixel wide false edges resulting from the sum of correlation
products are ignored in the replacement step.
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TM - S.W.Rochester Scene
Thermal







repl. 3x3 - 1 std. dev.
Figure 5. 1
.3(b)
Results of Sum of Correlation Products Technique for
S.W.Rochester Scene
The TMS image is primarily rural and contains few manmade features. How would this
procedure perform on urban areas. Since no
"effective"
ground truth existed for the TM
data, visual interpretation must suffice. Narrow, linear features (e.g. airport runways,
major thoroughfares, and water/land boundaries) seem to be enhanced. About 5% of the
output pixels are overwritten by the regional replacement filter. This step also induces a
speckling effect in certain
urban residential areas at the upper right corner of the image.
This denotes areas where phase reversal (due to negative correlation) exists. However,
the overall result is a much improved image with only a few areas where discrepancies
exist.
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Figure 5. 1
.3(c)
Results of Sum of Correlation Products Technique for
N.E.Rochester Scene
While the southwest Rochester scene contains both residential and suburban areas, the
northwest region of the scene is primarily urban. The results exhibit a dramatic
improvement. Only about 3% of the output pixels were changed by the regional
replacement filter. Note the sharpness of the water/land boundaries in the upper right
corner of the scene. Most of the
"hot"
spots in the resultant image correspond to features
where one would anticipate such a response. Even
"cold"
spots (e.g. the river and the
reservoir at the bottom of the scene) appear to be valid representations of target features.
Application of the original correlation product technique showed a marked improvement
in the appearance of the image (e.g. Figure 5.1.3). The regional replacement filter
compensates for those areas where a negative correlation reverses the grey level intensity.
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A later version of the correlation product technique considered the relative brightness
across all bands and only used those pixels that appeared to be
"correlated"
with the
thermal band. However, this spatially adaptive correlation approach did not succeed in
reducing the error primarily because the correlation coefficient was calculated over a
small (5x5) region.
5.2 Discussion ofQuantitative Results
An error analysis was performed on each of the output images. The error was defined as
the difference between the ground truth data (the original undegraded thermal band) and
each of the resultant images. This was done both by calculating the average per-pixel
error and the rms error over the whole image. Since no significant variation was noted
between these two measures, only the average per-pixel error is presented in the
accompanying charts.
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Average Per-Pixel Error for Spatially
Adaptive Techniques



















Figure 5.2(a) Average Error for Spatially Adaptive Techniques on TMS Stockbridge
Scene
The spatially adaptive techniques did not perform as well as expected. As can be seen in
Figure 5.2(a), none of the procedure variations actually improved the radiometry of the
original degraded image. While multiple iterations of this technique performed well in
bringing out sharp edges, the overall measure of image error increased correspondingly.
Note that although the visual output of the non-correlative (correlation threshold=0)
approach was more visually pleasing in defining hard edges, the imposition of a

















Average Per-Pixel Error for Magnitude/Phase
Merging Techniques
TMS - Stockbridge Scene
degr. orig. 6mag1pha 6mag2pha 6mag3pha 6mag7pha
Figure 5.2(b) Average Error forMagnitude-Phase Merging on TMS Stockbridge Scene
Several different combinations of magnitude and phase data were merged. The four
different combinations chosen here were all determined by the overall degree of
correlation between each band with the thermal data. None of the output images looked
improved and that fact is borne out in this chart. Note that the image (band 3) with the
highest degree of correlation with the thermal data gave the best numerical results. Other
techniques, utilizing power spectrum information from multiple images, performed as
poorly or worse than this method.
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5.3 T
Average Per-Pixel Error for Sum of Product
Techniques
TMS - Stockbridge Scene
n II
Figure 5.2(c) Average Error for Correlation Product Techniques on TMS Stockbridge
Scene
The correlation product procedure not only gave the best visual results, but also reduced
the radiometric error of the degraded thermal data. Note that the best numerical results
were arrived by changing the threshold coefficient of the regional replacement filter to
the smallest possible value. However, the visible output was not as pleasing to the eye:
Discontinuities between the resultant data and the data replaced by the filter overwhelmed

















5.26 6.11 6.03 6.58 6.93 4.91
percentage
error
2.49% 1.16% 25.39% 31.81% (6.45%)
Figure 5.2(d) Summary of Errors by Technique as applied to TMS imagery
The table in Figure 5.2(d) summarizes these errors for the best version of each technique.
For instance, while several iterations of the adaptive least squares filter were generated,
the first iteration exhibited the least error. Note that the imposition of a correlation
threshold weighting factor improved the results slightly. However, once again, more
iterations did not correspond with better quantitative results. As might be expected, the
magnitude-phase merging technique did not yield good results. In fact, all approaches
involving frequency-domain filtering did not improve the output. The sum-of-products
technique, which assumes only a pixel level correlation between bands, gave the most
dramatic improvements. This technique actually improved the radiometric resolution of
the degraded input scene. As can be seen in the table, only the sum of correlation
products technique improved the image. The addition of the regional replacement filter
reduced the radiometric error by 6.45% .
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Summary
To summarize the study, the application of strictly linear procedures to improve the
effective resolution of an uncorrelated band was ineffectual at best. The application of
frequency-domain techniques and did not preserve radiometric accuracy. However, some
of this work might be useful as a foundation for other image processing applications.
Those methods that utilized an adaptive least-squares linear fit showed some degree of
improvement. Responses to applications of the various adaptive techniques were
encouraging. Even the iterative procedures which appeared to lose not only the low
frequency information (as predicted) but also the subtle high frequencies, showed some
positive trends.
The sum of correlation products approach simply assumed a pixel level correlation in
determining whether or not a given reference image pixel should be used in the creation
of a new image. This approach opens up the possibility of applying different weighting
functions to different regions in a scene to arrive at a better solution.
6.1.2 Lessons Learned
Several mistakes were made in the undertaking of this research. It is hoped that by
documenting these factors, future work on this and related topics might avoid the same
pitfalls and benefit from the lessons learned.
1 . The original intent of this work was to apply only frequency
domain techniques to improve the
"effective"
resolution of thermal
imagery from a multispectral scanner. Many false starts were made.
After the search proved fruitless, the study was later expanded to
include all possible methods ofmerging uncorrelated multispectral
data.
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2. Since much of this work depended on how well different
techniques to restore degraded data, modeling of the degradation was
a key factor. More of an emphasis should have been placed on
simulating atmospheric and sensor effects prior to the analysis.
3. A minor programming error in the routine that calculated
rms errors nearly led to false conclusions. In fact, since much of the
output generated for this work was in the form of intermediate
images that were not saved, hundreds ofman-hours were spent to
recreate these images. The validation of all programs is obviously
essential in any study, and in this case it almost occurred too late.
4. During the course of this research, many of the programs
written were implemented in menu form for ease of use. The fact
that these routines were in a user-friendly, menu-driven format
allowed the transfer ofmany of these ideas to disparate fields of
study (such as space shuttle imagery enhancement and unrelated
remote sensing applications). It is strongly recommended that
studies which involve the merging of several programs be written in
an expandable, modular format.
5. The use of realistic milestones and cut-off dates should have
been implemented during the course of this study. Too many novel
variations of interesting approaches were followed in the hopes of
arriving at a
"better"
solution. Although this might be essential for
basic research, the open-ended nature of the problem requires a
distinct point of conclusion.
6.2 Recommendations
Strictly linearmethods to merging uncorrelated imagery are almost worthless. Future
work should be directed at the problem with an entirely unique solution or as the
combination of different linear and non-linear processes. After all, thermal band
information is itself a function of several independent parameters (see Section 2.2.1).
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A better method is needed to determine the cut-off for spatial frequencies of different
regions. The combination of high and low frequencies from the sum of correlation
products and the iterative least-squares procedure may yield further improvement in both
visual and quantifiable results.
The inclusion of thermal information in the classification of multispectral imagery is
generally frowned upon because target radiances vary as a function of diurnal effects.
However, a features selection process that utilizes the relationship between the thermal
and other bands as a function ofwindow size, might extract useful information.
Experimenting with different procedures produced a series of images that seemed to
delineate different boundaries in a composite image. The potential exists for identifying
ground targets from such imagery. While this procedure was not developed during the
study, the following might be a starting point for this line of research.
The images in Appendix A show the level of correlation between each band and the
thermal for each of the three scenes discussed in this study. Each pixel in the output
image is generated by a simple pass-or-fail criterion: a band is included if the degree of
correlation exceeds 0.5. For display purposes, each band is assigned a number based on
the binary system. Band 1(2') would be assigned a value of 2; band 4 ( 24), a value of
16 and so on. The sum of each of these values for a given pixel determined its output
intensity with a range between 64 (only the thermal band) and 254 (all bands). The
degree of correlation is calculated from a series ofwindow sizes from 3x3 through 9x9.
These values were then mapped through a color look-up-table to create an output image.
The potential exists to include these types of images as part of a features selection routine
to identify ground targets.
Perhaps the most promising method for attacking the problem ofmerging uncorrelated
imagery is the use of neural nets. Several different types of neural networks are used in
the physical sciences. Probably most relevant is the "back-propagation
model"
which
makes incremental corrections in the error and converges to a solution. One of the
problems with this technique would be to teach the algorithm to correct for diurnal and
atmospheric variations. This would require a long training procedure, but should it prove
successful, it may be a method with which to further the field.
Finally, unless new scanners with multiple thermal sensors are launched, there will be a
definite approachable limit with merging other bands (Schowengerdt, 1980). It may be
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more valuable to probe for a composite image that gives related, but not necessarily
similar information. If the ultimate goal of such research is better understanding of the
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Program Menus / Capabilities
IP MENU: USER'S MANUAL
version: 1.2
date: 5/31/93
An image processing menu capability has been implemented within
VDAS. The routines are presently compatible with single band
images that are {512 x 512} or smaller. The user will be able to cut
any square-dimensional size section of an image and process it
separately if needed.
The basic principle of operation of the menu is that the user has the
ability to
"carry"
and apply image processing techniques on each of
the following:
(2) integer arrays - {512 x 512}
(2) real arrays - {512 x 512}
(2) complex arrays - {512 x 512}
NOTE: Wherever there is a prompt for a [y/n] response,
the default or [return] without characters implies a 'yes'.
Also, if the user enters a menu entry by accident, the user can
return to the main menu by simply pressing down the
[control] and [z] buttons together. In fact, anywhere where
there is a prompt for an input, this procedure will exit the
routine without crashing the program. The program will
crash, however, if a character response is entered when the
user is prompted for a number or vice-versa.
Each of the existing entries is described below. The times required
to perform different menu tasks on the VDAS lab's Microvax 3 are
also given. These are approximate times and are for processing on a
[512 x 512] array. [256 x 256] image processing times will be about
(4) times as fast. Note that the times reflected are only valid when
there isn't a drain on the Microvax's cpu time.
To run the menu from anywhere within VDAS, type:
$ ip_menu
All feedback from users is welcome.
userjd on VDAS: bhaskar
244-5322
1. Set array size for image processing routines
This entry is used to set the array sizes for future
processing. This
routine is not necessary applicable when reading in or writing
out an
image file.
2. Segment sub-section from input image
This entry is used to cut a section of a normal image file and store
it in a usable-size format. The user needs to know the name of the
input {512 x 512} image file and assign a name to the output
segmented image file. The original image is also carried back to the
main menu as the integer array. This array can then be normally
processed through the use of menu operators.
3. I/O of image file (with or without a header)
This entry is used to read in any square-dimensional image from a
file and carry it back to the menu. The routine allows the user to
distinguish those integer files that have 1 block headers from those
that do not.
4. I/O of non-standard file - integer / real / comple
This entry is used to read in any square-dimensional array from a
file and carry it back to the menu. The routine also allows the user
to distinguish those integer files that are stored in ascii form from
those that are stored in
'byte'
form (which allow quicker i/o times
for the user.) Storage and retrieval of real and complex arrays are
applicable to frequency domain processes.
5. Switch or copy across integer / real / complex arrays
This entry is used to switch control from the working array to the
array stored in memory or to copy a given integer or real array from
its present form into another (integer / real / complex) format. This
routine allows the user access to all six arrays at any given time.
6. Arithmetic on (2) integer / real arrays
This entry is used to allow the user to perform arithmetic
operations on two like (integer / real) arrays. The four possible
operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. In
the quotient operation, a value of (1) is added to each point in the
array to minimize the effect of zero values.
7. 2-d fft of complex array
This entry is used to take the fast fourier transform of a complex
array. Any image can be converted into complex form by using the
entry "Switch or copy ...". Since many filtering schemes are
accomplished in the frequency domain, this routine allows the user to
transform a complex array from the space to the Fourier domain. The
user is prompted for the direction of the transform where:
f implies forward or space-to-frequency
b implies backward or frequency-to-space
8. Calculate components of a complex array
This entry allows the user to save and/or carry back real
components of a complex array. The user can simply bring back a
single, real component array by choosing the appropriate selection on
the second prompt. Generally, the user would not want to save
components unless there is a need to combine magnitudes and phases
of different images. In addition, since the components are real
arrays, the amount of space required to write out either
(real+imaginary or magnitude+phase) component pair is on the order
of 16,000 blocks of memory.
9. Combine components of (2) different real arrays/files
This entry is used to create a complex array which is to be
comprised of components from two different real files: one of which
would be the real or magnitude part while the other would be the
imaginary or phase part. This routine can be used to combine phase
information from a
"sharp"
picture with the magnitude of a slightly
blurred one in order to create an enhanced image.
10. Convolution / aueraging of real arrays
This entry is used to create a new real image through convolution or
averaging. The convolution kernel can either be a file (with the .ker
extension) that can be accessed by the menu or one that is
custom-
designed by the user. The limitation is that the kernel size is limited
to a [5x5] size. If one wishes to use a smaller kernel, the user need
merely pad the kernel with zeros. The averaging routine can be used
to
"pyramid"
a real image file so as to isolate frequencies that
correspond to a given window size. Repeating the procedure degrades
the image further until the lowest detectable order of frequency is
found.
11. Simple filter menu: real / complex arrays
This entry is used to perform simple filtering procedures on a real
or complex array. These include:
a. natural log
b. inverse natural log
c. linear function of radial distance
d. inverse function of radial distance
e. variable filter to enhance high freqs
f. variable filter to enhance low freqs
12. Noise / blur remoual filter menu: complex array
This entry is used to apply complex filters to an image. Some of
these filters are still in the process of being modified to work with
the menu and will be upgraded accordingly. Others require the IMSL
math and statistics library and apply to multispectral data. This
routine allows the user to process images according to attributes of
the specified filter:
a. description of homomorphic filter application
b. geometric mean (inverse, LSQ, PSE)
c. spatially adaptive (multiband
- needs IMSL)
d. phase
13. Create test / noise pattern as a real array
This entry is used to generate a test pattern and/or noise as a real
array for modeling purposes. The test pattern can either be a square
or circle with user-defined dimensions and assigned grey-levels. The
noise can either be random (user-defined mean and standard
deviation) or periodic (in the horizontal or vertical directions.) This
application is useful in the modeling of noise generated by various
components in different imaging systems.
1 4. Calculate histogram of integer array
This entry is used simply to calculate the histogram of a given
integer array. The routine, in addition to displaying number of pixels
at each grey level, also gives the mode grey level, the mean value and
the standard deviation of the distribution. A file with the grey level
distribution information called 'histogram.
his'
is also generated by
the program and saved into the default directory. This data can be
used in conjunction with plotting routines to graphically display the
distribution of grey levels, or as a reference histogram to use with
the "Match cumulative routine.
1 5. Match cumulative histogram of integer array
This entry is used to match the histogram of the working integer
array with that of a reference histogram. This program requires that
there be reference histograms in existence with the
".his"
extension.
The routine calculates the cumulative histograms of the original and
reference data to generate a new image specified to the reference's
grey level distribution.
16. Mask out grey levels in integer array
This entry is used to mask out specific grey levels within an image.
The routine allows the user to assign new values to a range of grey
levels. If used with the "Display integer entry, this program
allows the user to modify an image to isolate or remove specified
values of the image.
17. Scale integer / real arrays into user-defined range
This entry is used to scale a real or integer array. The routine acts
like a user-defined linear look-up table that allows the user to scale
across the working integer or real arrays.
18. Display integer array [LIPS
-
channel 0, 1 or 21
This entry is used to display the contents of the working integer
array being
"carried"
by the menu. Users can also apply other LIPS
commands from within this routine. The requirement here is that the
user needs to be within LIPS prior to entering the menu.
19. Spawn external command
This entry is used to temporarily exit the menu in order to run any
one command that would normally be accessed through VMS. The
routine returns the user to the image processing menu upon
completion of the given command. The usefulness of such a feature
is that it allows the user to retain each of the working arrays
instead of leaving the menu and having to re-run procedures. While
this allows users to purge their disk space or run other programs,
they are warned against running the IP_MENU from within this
environment. Cascading a menu within a menu could effectively
bludgeon important information that the user might not expect to
lose.
20. Exit IP_MENU
This entry exits the image processing menu and returns the user to
the VMS environment.
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